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Reading free Rainy day unicorn fun a phoebe
and her unicorn activity [PDF]

a boy and his dog a girl and her unicorn it all started when a girl named phoebe skipped a
rock across a pond and accidentally hit a unicorn in the face improbably this led to
phoebe being granted one wish and she used it to make the unicorn marigold heavenly
nostrils her obligational best friend but can a vain mythical beast and a nine year old
daydreamer really forge a connection indeed they can and that s how phoebe and her
unicorn unfolds this beautifully drawn comic strip follows the unlikely friendship
between a somewhat awkward girl and the magic unicorn who gradually shows her just
how special she really is through hilarious adventures where phoebe gets to bask in
marigold s awesomeness the friends also come to acknowledge that they had been lonely
before they met and truly appreciate the bond they now share a deluxe bind up featuring
all the comics from two different phoebe and her unicorn books unicorn crossing and
unicorn of many hats this dazzling phoebe and her unicorn collection includes all the
comics from two previous books unicorn crossing and unicorn of many hats in these
enchanting episodes phoebe howell and her unicorn bff marigold heavenly nostrils get
decked out for halloween parties revel in the freedom of unexpected snow days and even
enjoy a spa vacation they love getting lost on adventures but if they ever get too far
astray marigold can always use her horn to get a wireless internet signal join this
charming and charmed duo as they question the idea of coolness delve into the power of
friendship and make the most of their days together with over 1 7 million copies sold the
phoebe and her unicorn book series for middle grade readers is an immensely popular and
magical word of unicorns adventure and friendship when your best friend is a unicorn
every day is a stroll down the red carpet phoebe howell s unicorn bff marigold heavenly
nostrils is happy to provide the celebrity treatment teaching phoebe fancy new spells
giving her a ride to school so she doesn t have to ride the bus and even negotiating with
the tooth fairy on her behalf but when phoebe starts noticing that unicorns have become
a trendy fashion statement she doesn t feel quite so unique fortunately she s distracted
by adventures including a visit to the unicorn community and a trip to the woods to see
her friend dakota receive an unusual honor at the goblin award ceremony unicorn famous
is filled with amusing examples of the extraordinary lengths friends will go to make each
other feel special one year has passed since phoebe skipped a rock across a pond
accidentally hit a unicorn in the face and was granted a single wish which she used to
make the unicorn marigold heavenly nostrils her obligational best friend in some ways not
much has changed at school phoebe still clashes with her rival and sometimes frenemy he
ever taunting and imperious dakota outside of school she still fills her free time with
extra credit homework assignments dramatic monologues about the injustices associated
with school cliques and imaginative conspiracy theories regarding global forces like the
powerful construction paper lobby but unlike before phoebe now has a best friend to
share it with someone to make her laugh and to listen to all her extravagant ideas in
this second volume of dana simpson s phoebe and her unicorn series titled unicorn on a
roll the reader is invited on a journey into the lives of phoebe and marigold as they
navigate the difficulties of grade school celebrate the winter holidays and explore their
super hero super villain personas together join in the fun as phoebe competes against
dakota for the leading role of lisa ladybug in their fourth grade play or as she
struggles to manage the pr debacle related to her nose picking scandal i will neither
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confirm nor deny the events surrounding boogergate witness a band of unicorns staging
an intervention and learn all the details of marigold s secret crush on a mysterious
creature she has never seen perhaps most important watch as this surprising friendship
between a charming nine year old dreamer and a vain mythical beast forever changes both
of them for the better do you believe in unicorns phoebe does she has no choice one day she
skipped a rock across a pond and hit a unicorn in the face improbably this resulted in a
lasting friendship between phoebe and the unicorn one marigold heavenly nostrils come
along for the unicorn ride with phoebe as she deals with the usual burdens of childhood
cruel classmates gym class piano lessons and also some unusual ones magic hair candy
breathing dragons and the legendary shield of boringness can a precocious little girl and
a self absorbed mythical forest creature find common ground indeed they can and that s
how phoebe and her unicorn unfolds page 4 of cover phoebe and marigold decide to
investigate a powerful storm that is wreaking havoc with the electricity in their town
the adults think it s just winter weather but phoebe and marigold soon discover that all
is not what it seems to be and that the storm may have a magical cause to solve the
case they team up with max who is desperate for the electricity to return so he can play
video games and frenemy dakota who is aided by her goblin minions together they must get
to the bottom of the mystery and save the town from the magic storm this special
edition of the bestselling series includes all of the comics and bonus materials from
phoebe and her unicorn and unicorn on a roll with over 1 6 million copies sold the phoebe
and her unicorn book series for middle grade readers is an immensely popular and magical
word of unicorns adventure and friendship what could be more magical than having a
unicorn as a best friend for nine year old phoebe howell it all started while she was
skipping rocks across a pond and accidentally hit a dazzling but self absorbed unicorn
named marigold heavenly nostrils together the unlikely bffs discover a world full of
magical mysteries and adventure taking on everything from cruel classmates to candy
breathing dragons these beautifully drawn comics show that even when life isn t all
rainbows and glitter every day is magical with your best friend an enchanting collection
of phoebe and her unicorn comics from new york times bestselling author dana simpson in
this collection of phoebe and her unicorn comic strips nine year old girl phoebe howell and
her magical unicorn friend marigold heavenly nostrils explore the complexities of
popularity friendship and crushes phoebe finds herself in the awkward position of taking
on her friend max in a debate contest and also helping her best frenemy dakota regain her
confidence marigold undergoes therapy and reconnects with a friend named sparkleface
mcgee who she hasn t seen in 700 years and both phoebe and marigold draw a fun series of
comics about their lives as it turns out the social lives of a nine year old human and a
centuries old unicorn have a lot in common young readers will enjoy the caring and
comedic adventures of this colorful duo as they rediscover the magic in themselves and in
each other a deluxe bind up featuring all the comics from two different phoebe and her
unicorn books unicorns vs goblins and razzle dazzle unicorn in these spellbinding
adventures nine year old phoebe howell and her unicorn best friend marigold heavenly
nostrils explore the possibilities of friendship summer camp the holidays and even founding
their own detective agency these entertaining visually dazzling stories are a wonderful
reminder to young readers that being weird is much more fun than being normal book seven
in the phoebe and her unicorn series new york times bestselling author marigold heavenly
nostrils is no ordinary unicorn she has wi fi enabled appendages she s the most enchanted
babysitter of all time she s published numerous scholarly articles on the shimmering
versus glimmering debate she is in short a unicorn of many hats phoebe and her exceptional
hooved pal are back in this all new collection of comics laugh alongside the lovable duo
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as they question the idea of coolness gain a deeper appreciation for the power of
friendship and put off summer reading assignments for as long as physically possible get
ready to experience a whole new thrilling sequence of adventure and discovery in the
delightful new york times bestselling phoebe and her unicorn series by dana simpson a new
school year means many things for nine year old phoebe howell and her unicorn best friend
marigold heavenly nostrils they prepare for a school dance lame meet new friends ghosts
and gnomes and goblins oh my and even experience a rare supernatural phenomenon called a
unicornado in fact sometimes things get almost too magical marigold s presence
attracts pixies talking birds and a sphinx turning phoebe s house into a magical sylvan
glen and marigold even briefly transforms phoebe into a goblin whether they re trick or
treating singing showtunes or casting new spells every day for phoebe and marigold is an
adventure thanks to the power of friendship amp comics for kids page 4 of cover school s
out that means no more teachers no more books and lots of time to compliment marigold
heavenly nostrils on her good looks in this third volume phoebe and her obligational best
friend marigold learn that summer still has plenty of surprises for the both of them all
of our old friends are back phoebe s part time frenemy dakota upon whom marigold has
bestowed sentient hair phoebe s goofy parents and even lord splendid humility but please
ignore his magnificence if you can have fun as phoebe and marigold continue the phoebegold
detective agency spend a week at wolfgang music camp and find themselves in more
misadventures thanks to marigold s enchanted sparkles along the way phoebe makes some
new friends such as sue her unique clarinet playing bunkmate florence unfortunate
nostrils marigold s estranged sister and camp wolfgang s lake monster who enjoys tacos
and wi fi when school resumes read along as phoebe enjoys or suffers from a brief case of
popularity mentally catalogs her grievances against dodge ball and with marigold s
help rescues dakota and her hair from the queen of the goblins through these wacky
adventures phoebe and marigold learn that their friendship is the second most magical
thing of all after marigold s beauty of course includes an introduction by cory
doctorow and his daughter poesy for 9 year old phoebe howell and her sparkling
companion marigold heavenly nostrils every day is an adventure in this latest
installation of dana simpson s award winning phoebe and her unicorn series phoebe
navigates the challenges of school life with a little help from her unicorn friend who is
always ready with the perfect spell for the occasion but as the magic spells mount up
both phoebe and marigold find themselves wondering if sometimes they might be taking
things just a little too far phoebe marigold and marigold s sister florence unfortunate
nostrils are headed to summer drama camp where they ll face the daunting tasks of
writing producing and acting in an entirely original play phoebe is a remarkably real little
girl as bright and imaginative as bill watterson s calvin as touchingly vulnerable as
charles schulz s charlie brown and if these strike you as big names to conjure with i ll go
further and state for the record that in my opinion heavenly nostrils is nothing less than
the best comic strip to come along since calvin and hobbes simpson is that good and that
original peter s beagle author of the last unicorn from the introduction a boy and his
dog a girl and her unicorn it all started when phoebe skipped a rock across a pond and
accidentally hit a unicorn in the face improbably this led to phoebe being granted one wish
and she used it to make the unicorn marigold heavenly nostrils her obligational best
friend but can a vain mythical beast and a nine year old daydreamer really forge a
connection indeed they can and that s how phoebe and her unicorn unfolds this
beautifully drawn strip follows the unlikely friendship between a somewhat awkward
girl and the unicorn who gradually shows her just how special she really is through
hilarious adventures where phoebe gets to bask in marigold s awesomeness the friends
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also come to acknowledge that they had been lonely before they met and truly
appreciate the bond they now share a dazzling new collection of phoebe and her unicorn
comics by new york times bestselling author dana simpson being best friends with a unicorn
is truly incredible as 10 year old phoebe howell knows from experience but what would
it be like to actually trade places with a magical unicorn for a day as it turns out it s
much harder than it looks phoebe s botched muffin spell turns the sky plaid and things
aren t any easier for marigold heavenly nostrils who has no idea how to hold a pencil in
this new collection of phoebe and her unicorn comics the friends also meet a three eyed
flying creature named glorpie and encounter an enigmatic ghost with magic discoveries and
even a bit of drama there s never a dull moment in unicorn for a day this special edition of
the bestselling series includes all of the comics and bonus materials from phoebe and her
unicorn and unicorn on a roll with over 1 6 million copies sold the phoebe and her unicorn
book series for middle grade readers is an immensely popular and magical word of unicorns
adventure and friendship what could be more magical than having a unicorn as a best
friend for nine year old phoebe howell it all started while she was skipping rocks across
a pond and accidentally hit a dazzling but self absorbed unicorn named marigold heavenly
nostrils together the unlikely bffs discover a world full of magical mysteries and
adventure taking on everything from cruel classmates to candy breathing dragons these
beautifully drawn comics show that even when life isn t all rainbows and glitter every
day is magical with your best friend phoebe and her unicorn is the most stunning unicorn
feature around with over 2 million copies sold in the series and a new animated series with
nickelodeon forthcoming phoebe and her unicorn will delight middle grade readers and
unicorn lovers of all ages phoebe howell and her best friend the dazzling unicorn marigold
heavenly nostrils have all kinds of exciting things planned for the summer their
adventures include constructing a secret clubhouse with phoebe s friend max enlisting the
help of some magic pixies along the way and preparing for a trip to marigold s unicorn
family reunion along the way readers will meet all kinds of new characters learn what
magic spells are best avoided and have all kinds of sparkling unicorn fun phoebe and
marigold decide to investigate a powerful storm that is wreaking havoc with the
electricity in their town the adults think it s just winter weather but phoebe and
marigold soon discover that all is not what it seems to be and that the s amp comics for
kids page 4 of cover time flies in this fifth volume of dana simpson s phoebe and her unicorn
follow the duo as they experience somewhat spooky halloween parties ecstatic snow
days and looming summer reading assignments back cover from newspapers to nickelodeon
phoebe and her unicorn is the most stunning unicorn feature around this latest collection
of phoebe comics will delight middle grade readers and unicorn lovers of all ages best
friends phoebe howell and marigold heavenly nostrils march to their own beat but life isn
t all rainbows and unicorns with so many problems in the world and drama at school
phoebe wonders why unicorns aren t in charge instead of humans with marigold each day is
full of magic from introducing phoebe to unicorn music to crashing a goblin popularity
contest and even tracking down long lost family members like infernus the unicorn of
death who ends up being surprisingly adorable in unicorn playlist phoebe and marigold
play all the hits the second phoebe and her unicorn graphic novel summer is here and phoebe
and marigold are headed to drama camp phoebe s expecting some quality time with her best
friend but in a surprise twist marigold has invited her sister florence unfortunate
nostrils while the unicorn sisters head to camp in a magical rainbow pod phoebe is stuck
riding with her parents in their boring car wondering where it all went wrong but at camp
thespis there are more daunting tasks at hand writing producing and acting in an entirely
original play the second phoebe and her unicorn graphic novel is a sparkling tale of
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sisterhood and summer fun as well as a reminder that sometimes it takes a bit of drama to
recognize true friendship life is never boring when your best friend is a unicorn the latest
installment in this bestselling series is full of mischief magic and adventure as well as an
important reminder to always stay true to yourself school s out so phoebe and her
unicorn best friend marigold heavenly nostrils have the entire summer to play games visit
the pool and even go camping unicorn horns are excellent utensils for roasting things
over the campfire too even if marigold prefers toasted apples to s mores while exploring
in the woods phoebe and friends meet a unicorn named alabaster who uses a special video
game console that s powered by plants throughout her summer adventures phoebe learns
that being cool isn t all it s cracked up to be and that it s much better to be your true
self it s all part of the unforgettable experience of camping with unicorns with over 1 6
million copies sold the phoebe and her unicorn book series for middle grade readers is an
immensely popular and magical world of unicorns adventure and friendship marigold
heavenly nostrils is one magical unicorn and she knows it but sometimes it s harder for
humans like phoebe to understand that they can be magical too in the latest phoebe and
her unicorn adventure the pair visits the science museum tests out an extra special
virtual unicorn reality and performs in the school talent show with the help of her best
friend and an emergency sparkle transfusion phoebe learns about confidence empathy and
resilience and even how to live without her cellphone it s all part of the very real
excitement of virtual unicorn experience phoebe and marigold decide to investigate a
powerful storm that is wreaking havoc with the electricity in their town the adults
think it s just winter weather but phoebe and marigold soon discover that all is not
what it seems to be and that the storm may have a magical cause to solve the case they
team up with max who is desperate for the electricity to return so he can play video
games and frenemy dakota who is aided by her goblin minions together they must get to the
bottom of the mystery and save the town from the magic storm page 4 of cover phoebe
and marigold decide to investigate a powerful storm that is wreaking havoc with the
electricity in their town the adults think it is just winter weather but phoebe and
marigold soon discover that all is not what it seems to be and that the storm may have
a magical cause to solve the case they team up with max who is desperate for the
electricity to return so he can play video games and frenemy dakota who is aided by her
goblin minions together they must get to the bottom of the mystery and save the town
from the magic storm page 4 of cover phoebe and marigold heavenly nostrils are off to
drama camp when they arrive they re surprised to see frenemy dakota and marigold s
sister florence unfortunate nostrils their assignment to write and produce a whole play
yikes that s a lot of pressure the fifth phoebe and her unicorn book phoebe and her unicorn
is back with more sparkles than ever the magical friendship of phoebe and her best friend
unicorn marigold heavenly nostrils is back in this second adventure of a girl and her
mythical creature one year has passed since phoebe skipped a rock across a pond
accidentally hit a unicorn in the face and was granted a single wish which she used to
make the unicorn marigold heavenly nostrils her obligational best friend in some ways not
much has changed at school phoebe still clashes with her rival and sometimes frenemy he
ever taunting and imperious dakota outside of school she still fills her free time with
extra credit homework assignments dramatic monologues about the injustices associated
with school cliques and imaginative conspiracy theories regarding global forces like the
powerful construction paper lobby but unlike before phoebe now has a best friend to
share it with someone to make her laugh and to listen to all her extravagant ideas in
this second volume of heavenly nostrils titled unicorn on a roll the reader is invited on a
journey into the lives of phoebe and marigold as they navigate the difficulties of grade
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school celebrate the winter holidays and explore their super hero super villain personas
together join in the fun as phoebe competes against dakota for the leading role of lisa
ladybug in their fourth grade play or as she struggles to manage the pr debacle related
to her nose picking scandal i will neither confirm nor deny the events surrounding
boogergate witness a band of unicorns staging an intervention and learn all the details
of marigold s secret crush on a mysterious creature she has never seen perhaps most
important watch as this surprising friendship between a charming nine year old dreamer and
a vain mythical beast forever changes both of them for the better another phoebe and her
unicorn adventure recounts the further adventures of phoebe and her unicorn friend
marigold heavenly nostril phoebe and her magical companion marigold heavenly nostrils
encounter all kinds of fun adventures and challenges each phoebe and her unicorn book
contains a more to explore section with a glossary of new words or examples of how
to draw characters phoebe and her companion is not a classic story it is no stage play
no poem the conversation is in the foreground the actions appear to be incidental the
thoughts and talks carry on through the text the conversations between phoebe and her
companion are based on bible passages in which god is to be recognized in his emotionality
in the text phoebe hears god whom she only knows as her companion talking about his
emotions from the first person perspective someone who is nearly consumed by his anger
who is low spirited because of disappointment and sings while being in love in this charming
super sparkly board book the stars of phoebe and her unicorn celebrate the magical and
enchanting world of being a unicorn along with reminding young readers that being
yourself is pretty great too who wouldn t want to be a unicorn you get to trot
majestically through meadows perch high up on rainbows and wear tiaras made of
starlight phoebe lists all the wonderful things she ll get to do and can hardly contain
her excitement about having a tail and magic horn that is until she learns that unicorns
like to eat hay instead of pizza maybe she ll be a unicorn tomorrow instead instant
national bestseller take a peek inside phoebe s diary into a bracingly honest illustrated
account of the explosive turmoil and joy of adolescence based on the author s actual
teenage journals meet phoebe she is cool and insecure talented and vulnerable sexy and
awkward driven and confused ecstatic and tragic like you and here is her diary packed
full of invaluable friends and heartbreaking crushes spectacular playlists and vintage
outfits drama nerds and art kids old wounds and new love based on her own teenage
diary phoebe wahl has melded truth with fiction and art with text casting a spell that
brings readers deep into the experience of growing up margaret oliphant one of the most
prolific and popular victorian novelists essayists and reviewers has been compared both
in her day and our own to george eliot oliphant wrote domestic novels that richly
represent the broad social political and religious contexts of victorian england the
broadview edition of phoebe junior the last novel in oliphant s chronicles of carlingford
series restores the earliest extant text the supplemental materials provide a rich
background for examining key nineteenth century issues such as religion and church reform
gender and the woman question society and politics they include excerpts from
contemporary novels and poetry newspaper articles reviews essays polemic on religion
and church reform materials on gender and the woman question and on etiquette and
dress polite society has its rules for marriage but for ella quinn s eligible bachelors
their brides will show them that rules are for the faint of heart phoebe stanhope is not a
typical lady as feisty as she is quick witted no one can catch her especially when she is
driving her dashing phaeton with its perfectly matched horses and unlike her peers
experience has guarded her against a growing list of would be suitors but when she
encounters marcus finley what she fears most burns deep within his blue eyed gaze for
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lord marcus the spark of recognition is but a moment in the love he has held these many
years now that he s returned to england all the happiness he desires rests on lady phoebe
never finding out that he was the one who turned her heart so cold and distant he must
work fast to gain the advantage to convince her what she wants is exactly what she
denies but in order to seduce her into his arms he must be willing to give up more than he
can control lady phoebe is a heroine georgette heyer would adore plucky pretty and well
worth the devotion of the dashing lord marcus a marvelous find for regency romance
readers grace burrowes new york times bestselling author what if you could save
unicorn island unicorn academy is back in this brand new magical subseries about the
environment where everyone is paired with their very own unicorn readers will love the
eco friendly themes in this spin off of the wildly popular unicorn academy series phoebe
and her unicorn shimmer are always looking for excitement and adventure but when an
inspector visits unicorn academy everything at school must seem as calm as possible then
on a field trip to the beach some surprise weather puts the whole class in danger can
phoebe and shimmer save everyone on the beach and keep the inspector happy don t miss any
books in this magical series 1 lily and feather 2 phoebe and shimmer 3 zara and moonbeam



Phoebe and Her Unicorn (Phoebe and Her Unicorn Series Book
1) 2014-09-02

a boy and his dog a girl and her unicorn it all started when a girl named phoebe skipped a
rock across a pond and accidentally hit a unicorn in the face improbably this led to
phoebe being granted one wish and she used it to make the unicorn marigold heavenly
nostrils her obligational best friend but can a vain mythical beast and a nine year old
daydreamer really forge a connection indeed they can and that s how phoebe and her
unicorn unfolds this beautifully drawn comic strip follows the unlikely friendship
between a somewhat awkward girl and the magic unicorn who gradually shows her just
how special she really is through hilarious adventures where phoebe gets to bask in
marigold s awesomeness the friends also come to acknowledge that they had been lonely
before they met and truly appreciate the bond they now share

The Enchanting Escapades of Phoebe and Her Unicorn
2022-09-27

a deluxe bind up featuring all the comics from two different phoebe and her unicorn books
unicorn crossing and unicorn of many hats this dazzling phoebe and her unicorn collection
includes all the comics from two previous books unicorn crossing and unicorn of many
hats in these enchanting episodes phoebe howell and her unicorn bff marigold heavenly
nostrils get decked out for halloween parties revel in the freedom of unexpected snow
days and even enjoy a spa vacation they love getting lost on adventures but if they ever
get too far astray marigold can always use her horn to get a wireless internet signal
join this charming and charmed duo as they question the idea of coolness delve into the
power of friendship and make the most of their days together

Unicorn Famous 2021-04-06

with over 1 7 million copies sold the phoebe and her unicorn book series for middle grade
readers is an immensely popular and magical word of unicorns adventure and friendship
when your best friend is a unicorn every day is a stroll down the red carpet phoebe
howell s unicorn bff marigold heavenly nostrils is happy to provide the celebrity
treatment teaching phoebe fancy new spells giving her a ride to school so she doesn t
have to ride the bus and even negotiating with the tooth fairy on her behalf but when
phoebe starts noticing that unicorns have become a trendy fashion statement she doesn t
feel quite so unique fortunately she s distracted by adventures including a visit to the
unicorn community and a trip to the woods to see her friend dakota receive an unusual
honor at the goblin award ceremony unicorn famous is filled with amusing examples of the
extraordinary lengths friends will go to make each other feel special

Unicorn on a Roll (Phoebe and Her Unicorn Series Book 2)
2015-05-26

one year has passed since phoebe skipped a rock across a pond accidentally hit a unicorn



in the face and was granted a single wish which she used to make the unicorn marigold
heavenly nostrils her obligational best friend in some ways not much has changed at
school phoebe still clashes with her rival and sometimes frenemy he ever taunting and
imperious dakota outside of school she still fills her free time with extra credit
homework assignments dramatic monologues about the injustices associated with school
cliques and imaginative conspiracy theories regarding global forces like the powerful
construction paper lobby but unlike before phoebe now has a best friend to share it with
someone to make her laugh and to listen to all her extravagant ideas in this second
volume of dana simpson s phoebe and her unicorn series titled unicorn on a roll the reader
is invited on a journey into the lives of phoebe and marigold as they navigate the
difficulties of grade school celebrate the winter holidays and explore their super hero
super villain personas together join in the fun as phoebe competes against dakota for the
leading role of lisa ladybug in their fourth grade play or as she struggles to manage the
pr debacle related to her nose picking scandal i will neither confirm nor deny the events
surrounding boogergate witness a band of unicorns staging an intervention and learn all
the details of marigold s secret crush on a mysterious creature she has never seen
perhaps most important watch as this surprising friendship between a charming nine year
old dreamer and a vain mythical beast forever changes both of them for the better

Phoebe and Her Unicorn 2014

do you believe in unicorns phoebe does she has no choice one day she skipped a rock across
a pond and hit a unicorn in the face improbably this resulted in a lasting friendship between
phoebe and the unicorn one marigold heavenly nostrils come along for the unicorn ride
with phoebe as she deals with the usual burdens of childhood cruel classmates gym class
piano lessons and also some unusual ones magic hair candy breathing dragons and the
legendary shield of boringness can a precocious little girl and a self absorbed mythical
forest creature find common ground indeed they can and that s how phoebe and her unicorn
unfolds page 4 of cover

Phoebe and Her Unicorn in the Magic Storm (Phoebe and Her
Unicorn Series Book 6) 2017-10-17

phoebe and marigold decide to investigate a powerful storm that is wreaking havoc with
the electricity in their town the adults think it s just winter weather but phoebe and
marigold soon discover that all is not what it seems to be and that the storm may have
a magical cause to solve the case they team up with max who is desperate for the
electricity to return so he can play video games and frenemy dakota who is aided by her
goblin minions together they must get to the bottom of the mystery and save the town
from the magic storm

The Magical Adventures of Phoebe and Her Unicorn
2020-07-07

this special edition of the bestselling series includes all of the comics and bonus
materials from phoebe and her unicorn and unicorn on a roll with over 1 6 million copies



sold the phoebe and her unicorn book series for middle grade readers is an immensely
popular and magical word of unicorns adventure and friendship what could be more
magical than having a unicorn as a best friend for nine year old phoebe howell it all
started while she was skipping rocks across a pond and accidentally hit a dazzling but
self absorbed unicorn named marigold heavenly nostrils together the unlikely bffs
discover a world full of magical mysteries and adventure taking on everything from
cruel classmates to candy breathing dragons these beautifully drawn comics show that
even when life isn t all rainbows and glitter every day is magical with your best friend

Unicorn Crush 2024-05-07

an enchanting collection of phoebe and her unicorn comics from new york times bestselling
author dana simpson in this collection of phoebe and her unicorn comic strips nine year
old girl phoebe howell and her magical unicorn friend marigold heavenly nostrils explore
the complexities of popularity friendship and crushes phoebe finds herself in the awkward
position of taking on her friend max in a debate contest and also helping her best frenemy
dakota regain her confidence marigold undergoes therapy and reconnects with a friend
named sparkleface mcgee who she hasn t seen in 700 years and both phoebe and marigold
draw a fun series of comics about their lives as it turns out the social lives of a nine
year old human and a centuries old unicorn have a lot in common young readers will
enjoy the caring and comedic adventures of this colorful duo as they rediscover the
magic in themselves and in each other

The Spellbinding Episodes of Phoebe and Her Unicorn
2021-07-27

a deluxe bind up featuring all the comics from two different phoebe and her unicorn books
unicorns vs goblins and razzle dazzle unicorn in these spellbinding adventures nine year old
phoebe howell and her unicorn best friend marigold heavenly nostrils explore the
possibilities of friendship summer camp the holidays and even founding their own detective
agency these entertaining visually dazzling stories are a wonderful reminder to young
readers that being weird is much more fun than being normal

Unicorn of Many Hats (Phoebe and Her Unicorn Series Book
7) 2018-03-20

book seven in the phoebe and her unicorn series new york times bestselling author marigold
heavenly nostrils is no ordinary unicorn she has wi fi enabled appendages she s the most
enchanted babysitter of all time she s published numerous scholarly articles on the
shimmering versus glimmering debate she is in short a unicorn of many hats phoebe and her
exceptional hooved pal are back in this all new collection of comics laugh alongside the
lovable duo as they question the idea of coolness gain a deeper appreciation for the
power of friendship and put off summer reading assignments for as long as physically
possible



Unicornado 2022-10-18

get ready to experience a whole new thrilling sequence of adventure and discovery in the
delightful new york times bestselling phoebe and her unicorn series by dana simpson a new
school year means many things for nine year old phoebe howell and her unicorn best friend
marigold heavenly nostrils they prepare for a school dance lame meet new friends ghosts
and gnomes and goblins oh my and even experience a rare supernatural phenomenon called a
unicornado in fact sometimes things get almost too magical marigold s presence
attracts pixies talking birds and a sphinx turning phoebe s house into a magical sylvan
glen and marigold even briefly transforms phoebe into a goblin whether they re trick or
treating singing showtunes or casting new spells every day for phoebe and marigold is an
adventure thanks to the power of friendship

Phoebe and Her Unicorn 2014

amp comics for kids page 4 of cover

Unicorn vs. Goblins (Phoebe and Her Unicorn Series Book 3)
2016-02-23

school s out that means no more teachers no more books and lots of time to compliment
marigold heavenly nostrils on her good looks in this third volume phoebe and her
obligational best friend marigold learn that summer still has plenty of surprises for the
both of them all of our old friends are back phoebe s part time frenemy dakota upon whom
marigold has bestowed sentient hair phoebe s goofy parents and even lord splendid
humility but please ignore his magnificence if you can have fun as phoebe and marigold
continue the phoebegold detective agency spend a week at wolfgang music camp and find
themselves in more misadventures thanks to marigold s enchanted sparkles along the way
phoebe makes some new friends such as sue her unique clarinet playing bunkmate florence
unfortunate nostrils marigold s estranged sister and camp wolfgang s lake monster who
enjoys tacos and wi fi when school resumes read along as phoebe enjoys or suffers from a
brief case of popularity mentally catalogs her grievances against dodge ball and with
marigold s help rescues dakota and her hair from the queen of the goblins through these
wacky adventures phoebe and marigold learn that their friendship is the second most
magical thing of all after marigold s beauty of course includes an introduction by cory
doctorow and his daughter poesy

The Unicorn Whisperer (Phoebe and Her Unicorn Series Book
10) 2019-10-08

for 9 year old phoebe howell and her sparkling companion marigold heavenly nostrils
every day is an adventure in this latest installation of dana simpson s award winning
phoebe and her unicorn series phoebe navigates the challenges of school life with a little
help from her unicorn friend who is always ready with the perfect spell for the occasion
but as the magic spells mount up both phoebe and marigold find themselves wondering if
sometimes they might be taking things just a little too far



Phoebe and Her Unicorn in Unicorn Theater: Phoebe and Her
Unicorn Series 2018-10-23

phoebe marigold and marigold s sister florence unfortunate nostrils are headed to summer
drama camp where they ll face the daunting tasks of writing producing and acting in an
entirely original play

Phoebe and Her Unicorn 2016-09-20

phoebe is a remarkably real little girl as bright and imaginative as bill watterson s
calvin as touchingly vulnerable as charles schulz s charlie brown and if these strike you
as big names to conjure with i ll go further and state for the record that in my opinion
heavenly nostrils is nothing less than the best comic strip to come along since calvin and
hobbes simpson is that good and that original peter s beagle author of the last unicorn
from the introduction a boy and his dog a girl and her unicorn it all started when phoebe
skipped a rock across a pond and accidentally hit a unicorn in the face improbably this led
to phoebe being granted one wish and she used it to make the unicorn marigold heavenly
nostrils her obligational best friend but can a vain mythical beast and a nine year old
daydreamer really forge a connection indeed they can and that s how phoebe and her
unicorn unfolds this beautifully drawn strip follows the unlikely friendship between a
somewhat awkward girl and the unicorn who gradually shows her just how special she
really is through hilarious adventures where phoebe gets to bask in marigold s
awesomeness the friends also come to acknowledge that they had been lonely before they
met and truly appreciate the bond they now share

Unicorn for a Day 2023-10-03

a dazzling new collection of phoebe and her unicorn comics by new york times bestselling
author dana simpson being best friends with a unicorn is truly incredible as 10 year old
phoebe howell knows from experience but what would it be like to actually trade places
with a magical unicorn for a day as it turns out it s much harder than it looks phoebe s
botched muffin spell turns the sky plaid and things aren t any easier for marigold
heavenly nostrils who has no idea how to hold a pencil in this new collection of phoebe
and her unicorn comics the friends also meet a three eyed flying creature named glorpie and
encounter an enigmatic ghost with magic discoveries and even a bit of drama there s never
a dull moment in unicorn for a day

The Magical Adventures of Phoebe and Her Unicorn
2020-06-02

this special edition of the bestselling series includes all of the comics and bonus
materials from phoebe and her unicorn and unicorn on a roll with over 1 6 million copies
sold the phoebe and her unicorn book series for middle grade readers is an immensely
popular and magical word of unicorns adventure and friendship what could be more
magical than having a unicorn as a best friend for nine year old phoebe howell it all
started while she was skipping rocks across a pond and accidentally hit a dazzling but



self absorbed unicorn named marigold heavenly nostrils together the unlikely bffs
discover a world full of magical mysteries and adventure taking on everything from
cruel classmates to candy breathing dragons these beautifully drawn comics show that
even when life isn t all rainbows and glitter every day is magical with your best friend

Unicorn Selfies 2022-06-07

phoebe and her unicorn is the most stunning unicorn feature around with over 2 million
copies sold in the series and a new animated series with nickelodeon forthcoming phoebe and
her unicorn will delight middle grade readers and unicorn lovers of all ages phoebe
howell and her best friend the dazzling unicorn marigold heavenly nostrils have all kinds
of exciting things planned for the summer their adventures include constructing a secret
clubhouse with phoebe s friend max enlisting the help of some magic pixies along the way
and preparing for a trip to marigold s unicorn family reunion along the way readers will
meet all kinds of new characters learn what magic spells are best avoided and have all
kinds of sparkling unicorn fun

Phoebe and Her Unicorn in the Magic Storm 2017-10-17

phoebe and marigold decide to investigate a powerful storm that is wreaking havoc with
the electricity in their town the adults think it s just winter weather but phoebe and
marigold soon discover that all is not what it seems to be and that the s

Razzle Dazzle Unicorn 2016-09-20

amp comics for kids page 4 of cover

Unicorn Crossing 2017-03-28

time flies in this fifth volume of dana simpson s phoebe and her unicorn follow the duo as
they experience somewhat spooky halloween parties ecstatic snow days and looming
summer reading assignments back cover

Unicorn Playlist 2021-10-19

from newspapers to nickelodeon phoebe and her unicorn is the most stunning unicorn
feature around this latest collection of phoebe comics will delight middle grade readers
and unicorn lovers of all ages best friends phoebe howell and marigold heavenly nostrils
march to their own beat but life isn t all rainbows and unicorns with so many problems in
the world and drama at school phoebe wonders why unicorns aren t in charge instead of
humans with marigold each day is full of magic from introducing phoebe to unicorn music
to crashing a goblin popularity contest and even tracking down long lost family members
like infernus the unicorn of death who ends up being surprisingly adorable in unicorn
playlist phoebe and marigold play all the hits



Phoebe and Her Unicorn in Unicorn Theater 2018-10-23

the second phoebe and her unicorn graphic novel summer is here and phoebe and marigold are
headed to drama camp phoebe s expecting some quality time with her best friend but in a
surprise twist marigold has invited her sister florence unfortunate nostrils while the
unicorn sisters head to camp in a magical rainbow pod phoebe is stuck riding with her
parents in their boring car wondering where it all went wrong but at camp thespis there
are more daunting tasks at hand writing producing and acting in an entirely original play
the second phoebe and her unicorn graphic novel is a sparkling tale of sisterhood and
summer fun as well as a reminder that sometimes it takes a bit of drama to recognize true
friendship

Camping with Unicorns (Phoebe and Her Unicorn Series Book
11) 2020-03-23

life is never boring when your best friend is a unicorn the latest installment in this
bestselling series is full of mischief magic and adventure as well as an important reminder
to always stay true to yourself school s out so phoebe and her unicorn best friend
marigold heavenly nostrils have the entire summer to play games visit the pool and even
go camping unicorn horns are excellent utensils for roasting things over the campfire too
even if marigold prefers toasted apples to s mores while exploring in the woods phoebe
and friends meet a unicorn named alabaster who uses a special video game console that s
powered by plants throughout her summer adventures phoebe learns that being cool isn t
all it s cracked up to be and that it s much better to be your true self it s all part of
the unforgettable experience of camping with unicorns

Virtual Unicorn Experience 2020-09-01

with over 1 6 million copies sold the phoebe and her unicorn book series for middle grade
readers is an immensely popular and magical world of unicorns adventure and friendship
marigold heavenly nostrils is one magical unicorn and she knows it but sometimes it s
harder for humans like phoebe to understand that they can be magical too in the latest
phoebe and her unicorn adventure the pair visits the science museum tests out an extra
special virtual unicorn reality and performs in the school talent show with the help of
her best friend and an emergency sparkle transfusion phoebe learns about confidence
empathy and resilience and even how to live without her cellphone it s all part of the
very real excitement of virtual unicorn experience

Phoebe and Her Unicorn in the Magic Storm 2017

phoebe and marigold decide to investigate a powerful storm that is wreaking havoc with
the electricity in their town the adults think it s just winter weather but phoebe and
marigold soon discover that all is not what it seems to be and that the storm may have
a magical cause to solve the case they team up with max who is desperate for the
electricity to return so he can play video games and frenemy dakota who is aided by her
goblin minions together they must get to the bottom of the mystery and save the town



from the magic storm page 4 of cover

Phoebe and Her Unicorn in the Magic Storm 2019-06

phoebe and marigold decide to investigate a powerful storm that is wreaking havoc with
the electricity in their town the adults think it is just winter weather but phoebe and
marigold soon discover that all is not what it seems to be and that the storm may have
a magical cause to solve the case they team up with max who is desperate for the
electricity to return so he can play video games and frenemy dakota who is aided by her
goblin minions together they must get to the bottom of the mystery and save the town
from the magic storm page 4 of cover

Phoebe and Her Unicorn Theater 2017

phoebe and marigold heavenly nostrils are off to drama camp when they arrive they re
surprised to see frenemy dakota and marigold s sister florence unfortunate nostrils their
assignment to write and produce a whole play yikes that s a lot of pressure

Unicorn Crossing 2015-05-26

the fifth phoebe and her unicorn book phoebe and her unicorn is back with more sparkles
than ever

Unicorn on a Roll 2018-03-20

the magical friendship of phoebe and her best friend unicorn marigold heavenly nostrils is
back in this second adventure of a girl and her mythical creature one year has passed
since phoebe skipped a rock across a pond accidentally hit a unicorn in the face and was
granted a single wish which she used to make the unicorn marigold heavenly nostrils her
obligational best friend in some ways not much has changed at school phoebe still
clashes with her rival and sometimes frenemy he ever taunting and imperious dakota
outside of school she still fills her free time with extra credit homework assignments
dramatic monologues about the injustices associated with school cliques and
imaginative conspiracy theories regarding global forces like the powerful construction
paper lobby but unlike before phoebe now has a best friend to share it with someone to
make her laugh and to listen to all her extravagant ideas in this second volume of
heavenly nostrils titled unicorn on a roll the reader is invited on a journey into the lives
of phoebe and marigold as they navigate the difficulties of grade school celebrate the
winter holidays and explore their super hero super villain personas together join in the
fun as phoebe competes against dakota for the leading role of lisa ladybug in their
fourth grade play or as she struggles to manage the pr debacle related to her nose
picking scandal i will neither confirm nor deny the events surrounding boogergate witness
a band of unicorns staging an intervention and learn all the details of marigold s secret
crush on a mysterious creature she has never seen perhaps most important watch as this
surprising friendship between a charming nine year old dreamer and a vain mythical beast
forever changes both of them for the better



Unicorn of Many Hats (Phoebe and Her Unicorn Series Book
7) 2015

another phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Unicorn on a Roll 2019-06

recounts the further adventures of phoebe and her unicorn friend marigold heavenly
nostril

Unicorn Bowling 2023-07-17

phoebe and her magical companion marigold heavenly nostrils encounter all kinds of fun
adventures and challenges each phoebe and her unicorn book contains a more to explore
section with a glossary of new words or examples of how to draw characters

Phoebe and her Companion. Life is a Story - story.one
2018-05-08

phoebe and her companion is not a classic story it is no stage play no poem the
conversation is in the foreground the actions appear to be incidental the thoughts and
talks carry on through the text the conversations between phoebe and her companion are
based on bible passages in which god is to be recognized in his emotionality in the text
phoebe hears god whom she only knows as her companion talking about his emotions from
the first person perspective someone who is nearly consumed by his anger who is low
spirited because of disappointment and sings while being in love

Today I'll Be a Unicorn 2023-09-05

in this charming super sparkly board book the stars of phoebe and her unicorn celebrate
the magical and enchanting world of being a unicorn along with reminding young readers
that being yourself is pretty great too who wouldn t want to be a unicorn you get to
trot majestically through meadows perch high up on rainbows and wear tiaras made of
starlight phoebe lists all the wonderful things she ll get to do and can hardly contain
her excitement about having a tail and magic horn that is until she learns that unicorns
like to eat hay instead of pizza maybe she ll be a unicorn tomorrow instead

Phoebe's Diary 2002-04-17

instant national bestseller take a peek inside phoebe s diary into a bracingly honest
illustrated account of the explosive turmoil and joy of adolescence based on the
author s actual teenage journals meet phoebe she is cool and insecure talented and
vulnerable sexy and awkward driven and confused ecstatic and tragic like you and here is
her diary packed full of invaluable friends and heartbreaking crushes spectacular
playlists and vintage outfits drama nerds and art kids old wounds and new love based



on her own teenage diary phoebe wahl has melded truth with fiction and art with text
casting a spell that brings readers deep into the experience of growing up

Phoebe Junior 2019-10-29

margaret oliphant one of the most prolific and popular victorian novelists essayists
and reviewers has been compared both in her day and our own to george eliot oliphant
wrote domestic novels that richly represent the broad social political and religious
contexts of victorian england the broadview edition of phoebe junior the last novel in
oliphant s chronicles of carlingford series restores the earliest extant text the
supplemental materials provide a rich background for examining key nineteenth century
issues such as religion and church reform gender and the woman question society and
politics they include excerpts from contemporary novels and poetry newspaper articles
reviews essays polemic on religion and church reform materials on gender and the woman
question and on etiquette and dress

The Seduction of Lady Phoebe 2021-05-04

polite society has its rules for marriage but for ella quinn s eligible bachelors their
brides will show them that rules are for the faint of heart phoebe stanhope is not a
typical lady as feisty as she is quick witted no one can catch her especially when she is
driving her dashing phaeton with its perfectly matched horses and unlike her peers
experience has guarded her against a growing list of would be suitors but when she
encounters marcus finley what she fears most burns deep within his blue eyed gaze for
lord marcus the spark of recognition is but a moment in the love he has held these many
years now that he s returned to england all the happiness he desires rests on lady phoebe
never finding out that he was the one who turned her heart so cold and distant he must
work fast to gain the advantage to convince her what she wants is exactly what she
denies but in order to seduce her into his arms he must be willing to give up more than he
can control lady phoebe is a heroine georgette heyer would adore plucky pretty and well
worth the devotion of the dashing lord marcus a marvelous find for regency romance
readers grace burrowes new york times bestselling author

Unicorn Academy Nature Magic #2: Phoebe and Shimmer

what if you could save unicorn island unicorn academy is back in this brand new magical
subseries about the environment where everyone is paired with their very own unicorn
readers will love the eco friendly themes in this spin off of the wildly popular unicorn
academy series phoebe and her unicorn shimmer are always looking for excitement and
adventure but when an inspector visits unicorn academy everything at school must seem
as calm as possible then on a field trip to the beach some surprise weather puts the
whole class in danger can phoebe and shimmer save everyone on the beach and keep the
inspector happy don t miss any books in this magical series 1 lily and feather 2 phoebe and
shimmer 3 zara and moonbeam
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